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Community outreach and engagement for innovation and start-up development 

program at GTU Innovation Council  

 

This sensitization cum exploration program is an orientation program for GTU affiliated colleges 

to understand the activities of S4 at GTU Innovation Council (GIC). Every evening from 17:30 to 

20:30 nearly 50 students and faculty members from all branches and years from a particular 

college are invited. Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, MD, Techpedia.in & Mr. Kaushik Akiwatkar of GTU 

Innovation Council explain to the teams about various activities going on at GIC and S4 and 

about the big pictures ahead. The actual meaning of the term INNOVATION is discussed since it 

is misinterpreted by many. The students led by their Principal and some Faculty Members 

participate in such programs. The Principals meet GIC Felloes, who belong to their colleges, and 

motivate them. This program is designed to see that the Colleges are able to derive full benefit 

from the activities of GTU Innovation Council. 

 

Sensitization and interaction with SALITER teams  

Around 75 students with 7 faculty members and Principal arrived at S4 on 12th of August at 

17:30 pm. The session began with speech by Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta who welcomed the 

Principal of SALITER Dr. Vasani and elaborated the activities done at S4 of GIC. The visitors were 

shown some inspirational video of start-up village and other initiatives & some innovative 

products from www.kickstarter.com, in the beginning of session of Mr. Mahanta, Mr. Mahanta 

explained the real goal of this program and how every college can play crucial role   in shaping 

the innovation ecosystem envisaged by GTU Innovation council. A question-answer session was 

also carried out by Mr. Akiwatkar with the visitors.  

 

During this program Dr. Rupesh Vasani declared that they will open up a co-creation space for 

student who will work round the clock at the venue and develop innovative products and start-

ups. He also shared financial support to all such students and ensured that they will work 

closely with the team at GTU Innovation Council and take the efforts to college level. Professors 

from all the branches were present too to see how they could help their students  too. 

http://www.kickstarter.com/
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Picture: Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta welcoming the Principal & faculty members of SALITER 

 

Picture: Some moments during the sensitization with SALITER 

Dr. Rupesh Vasani, Dean GTU and principal of the Institute assured all possible support in 

realizing the objectives of GTU Innovation Council and S4( Student Start-up Support System)  
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Dr. Vasani appericiated the fellows of GIC

 

Picture: Dr. Vasani appreciated Malay Shukla, Yogesh Prajapati & Dilip Thakor from SALITER and 

Roshni Nair from LJIP. 

 

Sensitization and interaction with NSIT teams  

      The session started at 6:00 pm on next day, 13th august 2014 by the arrival of students, 

faculty members and Principal of NSIT. Mr. Amit Patel welcomed Dr. M Sardadevi, Principal of 

NSIT-Jetalpur and further took the session on IPR- Intellectual Property Rights and other efforts 

at GTU Innovation Council and elaborated how their students can seamlessly make efforts with 

central team at GTU Innovation council towards the efforts in innovation, IPR and student start-

up making. 

The professors and NSIT shared their expectations and cooperation towards all such efforts 

which delighted the students who are making tireless efforts from the same college while 

closely leading the initiatives and efforts at GIC. The principal announced that they will be 

happy to set up S4 extension center and fully mentor all their students so that the best of the 

results can be obtained during this cooperation. The faculty members will attend all the 

programs of GIC and S4 so that they can derive the insights and take leadership too. 
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Picture: Mr. Amit Patel discussing IP rights 

           Mr. Amit Patel discussed on the IPR initiatives with the invitees and he told them about 

the Patent processes and other efforts. He gave detailed explanation on Patent related efforts 

at GIC  and how NSIT students can play crucial role in this movement and also explained how 

one can register it  with low cost support. 

     

Picture: Principal of NSIT Dr.M Sardadevi during the session. 
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Picture: Students and Faculties of NSIT during the session. 

            Mr. Amit Patel discussed about the types of IPR, requirement, Novelty & industrial 

applicability of the Patent and how GIC wish to make a huge IP literacy program with support 

from colleges like NSIT. He then discussed about his collaboration with the L.D. College of 

Engineering and how they have incorporated an activity in which the students perform various 

activities regarding IPR. In that activity each student were given 5 patents to study and then 

they were asked to answer 27 basic questions on the patents they studied. He also informed 

the visitors about the R&D related efforts on innovation and IPR & awareness of the Patent 

activities. 

 

Picture: Mr.Hiranmay in discussion with Dr.M Sardadevi during the session. 
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Then Mr. Hiranmay started his speech by praising the efforts done by Mr. Kinjal Patel-the 

Placement officer at NSIT & Meet Soni- the student volunteer who gathered faculty members, 

Principal and students for the event in very short time. He then requested Dr. M Sardadevi to 

facilitate the students of NSIT, who are working at GIC, by giving them a t-shirt and memento. 

Dr. M Sardadevi appericiated the GIC Fellows from NSIT
 

 

Sensitization and interaction with GIT teams  

The session started at 17:45 the very next day by welcoming the Director of Gandhinagar 

Institute of Technology Dr. N.M.Bhatt. He was welcomed by Mr. Kaushik Akiwatkar. Mr. 

Akiwatkar introduced the ongoing activities at S4 of GIC which are very beneficial for the 

students. Mr. Akiwatkar then started his speech for the visitors and at the end of his speech he 

introduced various strategies of GIC and S4 where each college student can play crucial role.  

Dr. N.M Bhatt shared that GIT will let no stone unturned while making efforts to support the 

efforts of the GTU Innovation Club, S4 extension centers and GTU Innovation Council. He 

explained how the student lead efforts have made huge cultural change towards creativity and 

innovation at GIT campus. He wished that their students and faculty members will closely work 

with team GTU Innovation council in realizing the true objectives. Dr. Bhatt wished all the 

insights drawn at S4 co-working space at GIC must be replicated at all college campuses. 
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Picture: Dr. N.M. Bhatt with Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta  

 

Picture: Mr. Kaushik Akiwatkar during the session 

Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta introduced the activities done at S4, he added that how students can be 

a part of S4 and feel proud as other fellows do. Then he appreciated the director of GIT by a 

memento and then the director was requested to facilitate the faculty members of GIT with 

memento. Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta then announced the names of some GIC and S4 fellows who 

were appreciated by the Dr. Bhatt, director of GIT. 

 

The dialogue was very fruitful while charting out an action plan for mutual efforts at GIC and 

innovation related efforts at GIT campus. 
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Picture: Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta presenting a memento to Dr. N.M.Bhatt 

       

Picture: Faculty members of GIT appreciated by Dr N.M Bhatt. 
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Picture: GIC fellows being  appreciated for work by Dr. Bhatt, director at GIT and Dean GTU at 

S4 co-working space. 

Duruing this networking cum discussion forum nay insightful thoughts eveolved which gave 

clear understanding of various ground challenges faced by students across academic campuses 

which stops them in doing innovation or kills their creative potential. The participants during 

theis discussion concluded that they should meet periodically to understand and implement 

various activities and gauge the periodic perfermances. 

The presence of Princiapls and HODs in such interactions really motivated all present 

students.Mr. Hiranmay mahanta commented that given a basic support every Eng college 

camus can really spur innovations and start-ups. Only the typical academic approach of 

harnessing the potential of technology students should  change tiem to time and adopt new 

ways. 
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Sensitization and interaction with AIT teams  

The session started at 17:45 on very next day by welcoming the faculty coordinators led by 

Prof Devashish Raval who was welcomed by Mr. Kaushik Akiwatkar of GIC . Mr. Akiwatkar 

introduced the ongoing activities at S4 of GIC which are very beneficial for the students. Mr. 

Hiranmay Mahanta narrated the initiation and growth of GIC since its inception in 2011.He 

added that students can be a part of S4 efforts while being inside colleges and participate 

regularly to hone their creative potential. Then he appreciated Prof Debashish with a memento 

and then the.  

Looking at the enthusiasm towards this cooperation between colleges and GIC and S4 of faculty 

members like Prof Devashish , Mr. Hiranmay Mahnata , Honorary Director of GTU Innovation 

Council shared that such faculty members  can play crucial role in the entire movements of GTU 

Innovation Council and huge fraction of the achievement of GIC and S4 is attributed to  such 

creative student and faculty leadership by now. 

 

Picture: Students of Alpha Institute of Technology during the session. 

Photography by:  

Harsh Patni (GIC fellow, NSIT) 

Report by: 

Meet Soni (GIC fellow, NSIT) , Kalp Bhatt (GTU Innovation Council) 


